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Round 19
AFTER ROUND 18, 2012

 1 Storm 12-4
 2 Bulldogs 11-5
 3 Sharks 10-5-1
 4 Broncos 10-6
 5 Sea Eagles 10-6
 6 Rabbitohs 10-6
 7 Cowboys 9-7
 8 Warriors 8-8

 9 tigers 8-8
 10 Dragons 7-9
 11 raiders 7-9
 12 roosters 6-9-1
 13 titans 6-10
 14 Knights 6-10
 15 Panthers 4-12
 16 eels 3-13

End of the line
Canterbury Bulldogs versus Parramatta
7.30pm, friday, 13 July
anZ Stadium, Sydney

NICK TEDESCHI

  OFTEN THINK ABOuT PAuL CARIGE. I nearly always think 

  about him when the Bulldogs are set to take on Parramatta. There isn’t a year goes I  by when I don’t have at least one conversation about this player who, on one fateful 

September day in 1998, saw his career come to an end. He set a new benchmark for 

horrid individual performances on a rugby league fi eld.

Now, to give Carige’s performance context, it is important to understand the 

simmering hatred between Canterbury and Parramatta at the time. The Bulldogs and 

Eels were wild rivals in the 1980s but that was an enmity built out of style and the 

pursuit of superiority rather than any underlying natural disposition of dislike between 

the two outfi ts. These days, the rivalry remains strong but it is a very one-sided deal 

with little respect given to the Eels by the Bulldogs faithful.

But, in the 1990s, the feud was hot – the hottest feud in the game. As with most 

rivalries of the era, it was born out of the Super League War. Canterbury had become a 

dominant force in the mid-’90s, winning minor premierships in 1993-94 and the title in 

1995. They were heading to Super League. Parramatta, at the time, was a joke. It was 

the middle of the ‘95 season, the Eels were heading for their ninth straight year sans 

fi nals football when, with the backing of the ARL bankroll, they raided the Bulldogs, 

poaching four of Canterbury’s best.

It resulted in a Bulldogs premiership, a protracted court case, an additional chapter 

to Terry Lamb’s fairytale fi nish and a lifetime of bitterness. Dean Pay, Jarrod McCracken 

and Jason Smith have never been forgiven. I’m not entirely sure why Jim Dymock got 

off scot-free.

So when the two competitions were reunited in 1998, Canterbury and Parramatta 
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were in a state of outright war. Like a Shakespearean drama, the Bulldogs and Eels were 

drawn for one great showdown, one final battle, one ultimate confrontation.

The scene was the preliminary final. The Four Traitors were lined up for an Eels 

team that had finished fourth in the regular season. Canterbury had barely stumbled 

into the finals, finishing ninth and winning their way into the top 10 only on the final 

Sunday when a Craig Polla-Mounter field goal gave the Bulldogs a 25-24 win over 

Illawarra.

For the faithful in the blue and white, evil seemed to have triumphed with 11 

minutes to go. The Eels led 18-2. A miracle was required.

And then it happened. God did exist. The Bulldogs piled on 16 points and Daryl 

Halligan slotted a conversion from the sideline to level the scores. As the fulltime siren 

blared, Polla-Mounter stepped back and punched a field goal from halfway. It fell 

millimetres short.

By extra-time though, history had been written. The Bulldogs were destined to 

win. And Paul Carige’s career was over.

Carige had debuted three years earlier for Illawarra and was in his 61st top grade 

match. It would be the scene of one of the great mental implosions. It was a showing 

that surpassed Steve Mavin’s for mammoth ineptitude on a mammoth stage. Carige 

caught the ball over the sideline, continually dropped the pill when it was in the field of 

play, chipped from his own in-goal and stepped dead when undefended.

Calamity does not begin to describe the carnage Carige’s catastrophes caused.

Carige was soon being widely mocked by the Canterbury faithful and abused by 

the Parramatta lot. So brutal were the Eels fans, Carige was forced to flee to the North 

Coast. Parramatta cut Carige. He played in England for a season but his career had been 

defined by a devastating collapse.

Rugby league can be a cruel mistress. Nobody knows that more than Paul Carige 

who, in 14 years, has never publicly spoken about the game. As Craig Polla-Mounter 

said in 2007: “He disappeared off the face of the planet after that.”

I have had my fun with Carige. I still look back on that game with a great deal of 

fondness. But I do wonder what happened to Carige. I wonder not what he is doing or 

where he is living but how he dealt with having his life – at least his life as a professional 

sportsman – defined by such a public implosion.

And I still wonder if he watches Canterbury-Parramatta matches – like this one 

where the Bulldogs ran away from the Eels 32-12 on the back of Ben Barba’s brilliance 
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– and if he enjoys the greatest game of all. I wonder if the memories are still too raw, the 

game still too traumatising.

I doubt we will ever know. One thing is certain though – both Canterbury and 

Parramatta fans will never forget Paul Carige, no matter how much Carige wants 

to be forgotten. 

Canterbury 32

 trieS morris, Wright 2; barba, reynolds

 GoALS Inu 4/6

Parramatta 12

 trieS Sio, morgan

 GoALS burt 2/2

 reFereeS matt cecchin, 
  Phil haines
 CroWd 31,102
 VoteS 3. Barba
   bulldogs
  2. Reynolds
   bulldogs
  1. Graham
   bulldogs

Crossing the ditch
Brisbane Broncos versus New Zealand Warriors
7.30pm, friday, 13 July
Suncorp Stadium, brisbane

WILL EVANS

 FTER PLENTy OF SOuL-SEARCHING AND SLEEPLESS NIGHTS, I made the patriotic decision 

  late in 2011 to switch my fi rst-team allegiances from the Broncos – my beloved A  club of 22 seasons – to the Warriors. Rugby league supporter sacrilege, you 

say? Perhaps, but the heart wants what it wants.

I revelled in Brisbane’s dominance over Auckland during the Warriors’ early 

seasons as a teenager living in New Zealand. And despite the Warriors being my 

fervently-supported second team, they were the club I hated losing to the most after the 

balance of power in the rivalry began to shift in the early 2000s – undoubtedly due in 

part to the merciless ribbing I copped from my fl atmates, friends and my dad when the 

Warriors upset the star-studded Broncos.

The 30-20 victory over Brisbane in Round 9 was a real highlight – albeit a rare one, 

as the season panned out – of my fi rst year as a Warriors supporter. No regrets so far, 

and my national pride (buoyed by a few pre-game pints) superseded the tinges of guilt 

as I made my way through the Suncorp Stadium turnstiles in a black jersey instead of a 
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maroon and gold one for the first time.

The massive Warriors contingent in the crowd – an ever-growing phenomenon at 

games in Brisbane and on the Gold Coast – also made me feel more at home. Fittingly, the 

drizzly weather and cooler temperatures resembled Auckland on a wintry Friday night.

Among our seven-strong crew at the game was my workmate Esse. A Togo national 

who played semi-professional soccer in Hong Kong before moving to Brisbane a couple 

of years ago, Esse has an unusual pedigree for a rugby league nut, but his love for the 

code has been accelerated by a father-in-law with a disturbing obsession with the 

Melbourne Storm. The best of Esse’s epic father-in-law tales involve the Billy Slater 

figurine that never leaves his side. He even takes it to work, and was reprimanded for 

going berserk when his colleagues hid it from him.

Esse’s unbridled enthusiasm for his first Suncorp Stadium outing was matched only 

by my dad’s at the corresponding clash last season. A Warriors diehard since 1995, Dad 

had never been to an NRL game before. His live rugby league experience to that point 

consisted of the 1988 World Cup final at Eden Park and a Warriors v Cowboys trial match 

in Invercargill during the 1997 preseason. Both were dismal experiences – in the first 

instance because the highly-touted Kiwis were thumped 25-12 by a Wally Lewis-inspired 

Australian side and, in the second, because, well, it was in Invercargill and we were 

surrounded by Southland bogans heckling the Warriors’ former All Black Marc Ellis.

But his Suncorp debut made up for those disappointments in spades – despite the 

Warriors’ 21-20 loss in a thriller, Dad said it was one of the best experiences of his life.

The Warriors started this 2012 clash sluggishly, falling behind 8-0 early after a try 

to Brisbane pivot Corey Norman and a penalty goal to Corey Parker. But a determined 

four-pointer to Kevin Locke put the visitors on the board in the 15th minute before they 

pegged back to level via a Manu Vatuvei try featuring two run-arounds by hooker 

Nathan Friend – a movement sure to warm the cockles of Peter Sterling, rugby league’s 

No. 1 proponent of the run-around.

The Warriors’ fightback was much to the chagrin of Esse, our work tipping comp’s 

version of the Parramatta Eels, but he was pretty chuffed after we stared down the 

barrel of James Maloney’s inexplicable penalty goal miss from in front at the Caxton 

Street end. Parker’s 56th-minute penalty goal nudged the Broncos in front and was to 

be the only score of a frenetic second half. The Warriors launched a last-second 

attacking raid, with a Shaun Johnson kick finding Bill Tupou on the fly. The winger 

flung the ball in-field as the Warriors’ fans rose in anticipation of a miracle finish  
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but Maloney’s kick to the opposite corner was cleaned up by Gerard Beale.

As Dad reminded me during our weekly post-match phone debrief, I’d better get 

used to losses like this supporting the enigmatic Warriors – a sentiment I became 

painfully familiar with in the weeks that followed.

Brisbane 10

 trY norman

 GoALS Parker 3/3

New Zealand 8

 trieS locke, Vatuvei

 GoALS maloney 0/3

 reFereeS ben cummins, 
  chris James
 CroWd 32,148
 VoteS 3. Parker
   broncos
  2. Matulino
   Warriors
  1. Hoffman
   broncos

A name game
Melbourne Storm versus North Queensland Cowboys
5.30pm, Saturday, 14 July
aamI Park, melbourne

LUKE JAMIESON

  S I WAS SHOWERING RECENTLy I STARTED TO THINK, which isn’t to suggest that I shower or 

   think only occasionally, but my thinking was this: where do team names come A  from? What is it that at the inception of a football club causes the founding 

members to choose one moniker over another? I did some more thinking and a 

negligible amount of research and this is what I uncovered.

Some football team names are literal and obvious like the Maitland Pumpkin 

Pickers or the young Cherry Pickers. They are obviously teams consisting of 

backpackers who are doing some cash-in-hand labouring work while on their two-year 

tourist visas and having a break from living 10 to a room in Bondi.

Some are steeped in history like the Parkes Spacemen, homage to the Spacemen 

family who were the fi rst family to farm olives in the Parkes region and donors of the 

inaugural Moonbeam Cup.

Other names like the Coonabarabran unicorns or university Scholars are names 

that were adopted purely to strike fear into the opposition because, as we all know, 

football is 50 per cent mental, 40 per cent skill and 10 per cent luck. you win the mental 
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battle and that’s 90 per cent of the challenge.

Some clubs choose to abide by the ‘alliterate or die’ mentality. It’s no coincidence 

that Australia’s greatest team playing on uK soil, bar none, is the Hammersmith Hills 

Hoists. And no one can argue with the success of the now defunct Bredbo Barbarians 

(1995-96) whose sponsor wall in the local pub was adorned with a giant ‘Bredbo 

Babarians’ sign, typo included.

The Jacksonville Axemen is close enough to a rhyme to count and ticks the 

all-important multi-syllabic requirements for chanting: “Let’s go Axe-men, let’s go!”

A little known fact is that the Toowoomba Clydesdales were formed by two 

formerly opposing teams one lunchtime at Toowoomba Central Primary School. The 

respective teams, captained by none other than Clyde Jeffreys and Dale Perkins 

respectively, joined forces for a huge game of British Bulldogs against their more 

fancied East Toowoomba Public School rivals. ultimately beaten, the bond forged in 

the heat of battle gave birth to the famous Galloping Clydesdales.

At the national competition level, there are some interesting cases of namology. 

The Newcastle Knights were formerly known as the Boogie Nights. The Gold Coast 

Seagulls were founded by a one legged bloke with white hair whose favourite pastime 

was squawking at all the players. They exited the comp after a nasty alka-seltzer 

incident, possibly at the hands of some mischievous teenagers.

The Melbourne Storm. The records concerning the origins of their name were 

either missing, deliberately misleading or entirely false. My best guess is that they were 

initially going to, and should, be called the Melbourne Drizzles.

This game probably deserved a better write up given that North Queensland gave 

the Melbourne Drizzle an unexpected stuffi ng in Melbourne. A rare event indeed, but 

the Drizzles’ run of fi ve straight losses takes a bit of the sheen off the huge effort from 

Thursty and the ‘Boys’.

North Queensland 20

 trieS linnett 2; tate

 GoALS thurston 4/4 

Melbourne 16

 trieS Duffi e, Quinn, Widdop

 GoALS Smith 2/3

 reFereeS tony archer, 
  gavin morris 
 CroWd 10,688
 VoteS 3. Thurston 
   cowboys
  2. Tate 
   cowboys
  1. Linnett 
   cowboys
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The price of passion
Newcastle Knights versus Manly Sea Eagles
5.30pm, Saturday, 14 July 
hunter Stadium, newcastle

LINDSEY CUTHBERTSON 

  HE RIVALRy BETWEEN MANLy AND NEWCASTLE holds a lot of meaning for me. I wasn’t  

 alive to experience the Sea Eagles’ rivalry with Parramatta in the 1970s and ’80s,  Tand I now know the fierce contests between Melbourne and, to a more recent 

extent, the Bulldogs. But the rivalry that sprung up from Newcastle’s miraculous victory 

in the 1997 Grand Final is the most special because it is where I truly discovered my 

passion for the Sea Eagles.

In the week leading up to that epic match I found it hard to sleep. I watched and 

read the news like a crazed fan for any mention of either my side or the Knights. Come 

Sunday I woke up at an ungodly hour, the time you wake up on Christmas morning.  

I won’t run over what happened but I remember how painful those final few seconds 

were after the fulltime siren went.

Seeing Manly come down from two big wins on the trot to lose 32-6 to the Knights 

is certainly not as painful, but it’s deflating. What makes it worse is the fact that my 

plans to view the game fell through and I was left to consult the commentary of Twitter 

and an app on my phone to determine what was happening.

To then discover that Manly made three times as many offloads in the first half  

yet found themselves 10-0 down at the break was even more frustrating. The Knights 

defended strongly but also took their chances when they were presented.

The Sea Eagles’ attack has been stifled by injuries and a lack of cohesion all year: 

they’ve scored 30 points or more in only three matches, and two of those instances have 

occurred in the last two weeks. That statistic has given fans a sense that Manly fires 

when it’s most important. But this game proved otherwise.

Not only did it show that Manly still hasn’t overcome its inconsistent form, but  

it also highlighted our leaky defence without the Stewart brothers and Steve Matai. 

Tyrone Roberts just strolled through for the Knights’ second try before halftime and  

the tries continued to flow after the break as well.

When I got home I did the only thing that a person without pay TV could do. 
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I hopped online and scrutinised the match reports and statistics more closely 

and discovered that while Manly was well behind on the scoreboard, there was not 

much separating the two sides in completion rates, tackles made and errors.

If this proves anything, it’s that the intangibles in rugby league are far more 

important than anything you can record on a piece of paper. Except the score. 

Newcastle’s victory demonstrated that when it comes to taking on your rivals, fans can’t 

be the only ones with their emotions invested in the contest. And it seems that I’m not 

the only one with that point of view.

“It was a big game for them out there tonight because of the rivalry between the 

two clubs,’’ Knights coach Wayne Bennett said after the game when describing his 

side’s performance. “They knew that they had to aim up and they did show what 

wonderful spirit they do have.’’

I guess they were right when they said that you can’t put a price on passion.

Newcastle 32

 trieS mcmanus, uate 2; gagai, roberts

 GoALS roberts 4/6

Manly 6

 trY Kite

 GoAL lyon 1/1

 reFereeS Jason robinson, 
  tony De las herras
 CroWd 20,154
 VoteS 3. Buderus
   Knights
  2. Roberts
   Knights
  1. Uate
   Knights

The story of The Betrayal
Wests Tigers versus Penrith Panthers
7.30pm, Saturday, 14 July
campbelltown Sports Stadium, Sydney

GREG OBERSCHEIDT

     T THE FOOT OF THE MOuNTAINS THERE WAS A FOOTBALL FIELD called Centrebet Stadium. 

      Lewis often went to this place. Outside he left eight of his fans, saying to them: A “Sit here while I go inside and train.”

He took with him the three chosen ones, Lachlan, Travis and Kevin and went 

inside. Lewis knew that in a little while Gus would be there with a band of men to seize 

him; that in a few hours he would be led out to die. The thought of fi nishing his career 
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with Parramatta came upon him and filled his soul with grief. He said to Lachlan, Travis 

and Kevin:

“My soul is filled with sorrow, a sorrow that almost kills me. Stay here and watch 

while I am training.”

He went a little further among the trees, flung himself down upon the ground and 

cried out: “O Ivan, if this cup cannot pass away, and I must drink it, then thy  

will be done.”

He was now ready for the fate that was soon to come, and his heart was strong and 

already the Son of Penrith was given by the traitor into the hands of Parramatta.

They heard the noise of a crowd and saw the flashing of iPhones and the gleaming 

of VB cans. In the throng they saw Gus standing and they knew now that he was the 

traitor of whom Lewis had spoken the night before. Gus came rushing forward and 

kissed Lewis as though he were glad to see him.

“Gus, do you betray the Son of Penrith with a kiss?”

Then he turned to the media and said: “Whom do you seek?”

They answered: “Lewis of Penrith.”

Lewis said: “I am he.”

Then he spoke to the media: “Do you come out against me with salary cap issues as 

though I were Michael Jennings? I was with you every day of 2003 and you did lift the 

trophy with me.”

Lachlan, Travis and Kevin, whom Lewis loved, had followed after the crowd of 

those who carried Lewis away and they came to the door of Ivan’s house. Lachlan knew 

Ivan and went in but Travis at first stayed outside. Lachlan went out and brought him 

in. He came in but did not dare to go into the room where Lewis stood before Gus. In 

the courtyard of the house, they had made a fire of charcoal and Kevin stood among 

those who were warming themselves at the fire.

While Gus and his cronies were showing their hate toward Lewis, who stood alone 

among his enemies, Kevin was in the courtyard warming himself at the fire. Benji 

looked at Kevin sharply and finally said to him: “you were one of those men with this 

Lewis of Penrith!”

Kevin was afraid to tell the truth and he answered him: “Benji, I do not know the 

man and I do not know what you are talking about.”

And to get away from him, he went into the house. There, Chris Heighington saw 

him and said: “This man was one of those with Lewis!”
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And Kevin swore with an oath that he did not know Lewis at all. Soon a man came 

by, he looked at Kevin and heard him speak, and said: “Beau knows you are the one 

who took this man’s captaincy!”

Then Kevin began again to curse and to swear, declaring that he did not know the 

man.

 Just at that moment the loud, shrill crowing of Robbie Farah startled Kevin and at 

the same time he saw Lewis, who was being dragged through the hall from Ivan’s to the 

council-room of Gus, and Lewis turned as he was passing and looked at Kevin.

Then there fl ashed into Kevin’s mind what Lewis had said on the evening before!

“Before the sun sets on my career, you bloody Judas, I’m going to stick it right up 

you blokes. Even if I am playing for Parra!”

Wests Tigers 26

 trieS farah, fulton, lawernce, 
murdoch-masila, heighington

 GoALS marshall 3/5

Penrith 18

 trieS Kingston, mansour, Walsh

 GoALS Walsh 3/3

 reFereeS gavin badger, 
  henry Perenara
 CroWd 12,384
 VoteS 3. Marshall
   tigers
  2. Heighington
   tigers
  1. Lawrence
   tigers

A Lego hat of commitment
Canberra Raiders versus Gold Coast Titans
2pm, Sunday, 15 July
canberra Stadium, canberra

TIM NAPPER

   HH, THE SOuTHERN CROSS CLuB OF WODEN, CANBERRA. When you go to the Cross Club, 

     you can’t help but wonder if the management searched for a moment in time  A  – 1989 perhaps – and decided that the club would never change from that day 

on. The carpet, the menu, the mopes sitting at the bar, the enduring aroma of stale beer 

and chicken parma – it’s all there, every day of the week, every month of the year, for 

eternity. And that’s fi ne by me. As long as Cold Chisel is on the jukebox, Old is on tap 

and the Raiders are playing, I wouldn’t want them to change a thing.

Except for the massive plasma screen in the main bar, that is new. One of the few 
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additions since 1989 and one of the few extras I would agree with. Good to see all that 

poker machine revenue isn’t going to waste. There is also a sign next to the big screen in 

the Cross Club that says: THIS SCREEN IS FOR RuGBy LEAGuE. I like that. There’s also a much 

smaller screen a little way down the wall that says THIS SCREEN IS FOR AFL. I like that too. 

These are people who understand their sporting priorities.

So the game began and the start was promising. A Titans player put one foot out 

receiving the kick-off and Canberra scored at the two-minute mark. Snap. I was feeling 

upbeat. The boys in green had smashed the Storm at home the previous week and I was 

ready to kick back and watch them demolish the hapless Titans.

unfortunately, everything from that point on sank the Raiders supporters in the 

room into a miasma of despair.

Jamal Idris was given too much latitude. yes, he is an overrated creampuff but that 

doesn’t mean you don’t put anyone on him in defence. I believe he was unmarked the 

entire game. He was just walking around, strolling through gaps in the defence. Passing 

the ball, of course, after 20 metres when he became exhausted from all the jogging he 

was forced to do. unfortunately, whoever it was running off his shoulder – usually 

William Zillman or Steve Michaels – was also running into space.

The atmosphere was getting tense in the Cross Club. At one point a supporter 

behind me yelled in fury after a suspicious-looking Titans score: “If that’s a try, I’m a 
try.” Well, I tell you something, reader: I have no idea what that means. I really don’t. 

But I agree entirely.

While the game unfolded I flicked through a nearby Canberra Times, trying to 

distract myself from the depressing shellacking the Raiders were receiving. Inside there 

was an article about a Lego exhibition taking place in Canberra. The story told of a 

36-year-old Melbournian who travelled up to Canberra just for the event. The dude 

even wore a hat made of Lego to the exhibition. yes, you read that right.

The paper reported the plastic-crowned gentleman as saying:

I’ve spent [hundreds of] hours creating models and spent one hour building a hat and yet it’s the 

most popular thing I’ve ever made … I get home from work, have dinner and sit down with a tray of 

Lego and think: “What will I build tonight?”

All I could think was that maybe I should wander down and check out this Lego 

exhibition because it’d be a helluva lot better than this crap I was watching on the big 

screen. Hell, a Lego hat? That rates better than the average Raiders game all by itself.

So what if the guy wearing it is a Lego tragic? At least the man is passionate about 
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something, at least he sets a goal and doesn’t stop until it is completed. unlike the 

insipid pack of the Canberra Raiders.

Come on boys. Build that Lego hat of commitment to the game, and don’t stop 

until it is done.

Terrible game. Shocker.

Gold Coast 38

 trieS Zillman, michaels 2; gordon, o’Dwyer, 
Douglas, falloon

 GoALS Prince 3/8

Canberra 26

 trieS robinson, croker, Williams, thompson, 
ferguson

 GoALS croker 3/5

 reFereeS Steve lyons, 
  gavin reynolds
 CroWd 8,240
 VoteS 3. Zillman
   titans
  2. Bailey
   titans
  1. Minichiello
   titans

Daylight derby
St George Illawarra Dragons versus Cronulla Sharks
3pm, Sunday, 15 July
WIn Stadium, Sydney

GLEN HUMPHRIES

  EING IN My 40S, I HAVE SEEN A LOT OF FOOTy OVER THE yEARS. I’ve seen a lot of things go 

  by the wayside. Things that I miss. In no particular order they include: black B  and white cardboard corner posts; blokes smearing black goo under their eyes 

for night footy games; players sporting beards and moustaches; wingers wearing 

shoulder pads; guests on rugby league shows being given a tray of meat and bottle of 

orange juice for coming on; goals kicked on mounds of sand; teams running through 

crepe-paper banners; nightly news reports crossing live to players at training; midweek 

competitions  and seeing three grades play at the same ground on the same day.

Another thing I miss is footy being played in the afternoon. Sure, it happens on 

Sundays but the rest of the games each round kicks off as darkness falls (which makes 

me wonder why no players today smear that black substance under their eyes. Did it 

not actually do anything?).

Back in my day all the games were played in daylight hours. And it was wonderful.

There was one ground where it was especially wonderful. Which is why, if I’m ever 
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made NRL CEO (note to all: this will never happen), one of my first edicts would be 

that every game played at WIN Stadium has to be during daylight hours.

With the ocean right behind the hill, it’s the most picturesque ground in the league 

– and it looks fantastic in the afternoon light.

And a game during daylight also means that you don’t have to worry when there’s 

a power blackout. Which happened shortly after kick-off in this local derby, when a 

substation installed as part of the western grandstand work malfunctioned.

For the Dragons, it had been a disappointing season up to this point with the team 

never really making me think: “Hey, we could win this season’’ (and I’m the sort of fan 

who is stupidly optimistic on that score). It was a different story for Cronulla who had 

been playing some good footy – and not just against the Dragons (which is how things 

usually go over in The Shire).

So a win didn’t look likely for the Red V. Especially when No. 6 Jamie Soward was 

injured pre-match. Even more so when his replacement Kyle Stanley was injured five 

minutes in. That meant that we faced a better opponent and had to do it with a 

third-choice playmaker in Nathan Fien.

So who’d have thought that the Dragons would take the lead in just the seventh 

minute – courtesy of a stepping and weaving try to big improver Mitch Rein – and 

never relinquish it for the remaining 73 minutes. And who’d have thought the team 

with the worst attacking record in the League would come out and throw the ball 

around so much?

The Sharks closed the gap to 6-4 through a Wade Graham try and that looked like 

being the halftime score until Todd Carney threw a pass into the ground with a minute 

to go and Brett Morris swooped. B-Moz ran the length of the field to make the halftime 

score 12-4.

The second half saw the Sharks edge closer again with Graham crossing over for  

a 12-10 scoreline. But the Dragons’ defence blocked the Sharks out for the rest of the 

match (the Red V would make 355 tackles to the Sharks’ 274) and closed it out with a 

try to Trent Merrin in the last quarter of the match.

It was a win that put the Dragons back into the top eight picture. And that caused 

coach Steve Price to engage in a bizarre post-match rant against those in the media  

who had written the Dragons off.

Ahh, Pricey. Best leave those sort of comments for a time when we’ve won more 

than one game in a row.
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St George Illawarra 18

 trieS morris, rein, merrin

 GoALS C. Stanley 3/3

Cronulla 10

 trieS graham 2

 GoAL carney 1/2

 reFereeS ashley Klein, 
  adam Devcich
 CroWd 18,282
 VoteS 3. Nightingale
   Dragons
  2. Rein
   Dragons
  1. Graham
   Sharks

Love to hate
Sydney Roosters versus South Sydney Rabbitohs
7pm, monday, 16 July
allianz Stadium, Sydney

DANIEL KEARY

      OVE TO HATE.” All week, the Roosters’ marketing department has been 

          bombarding me and other Roosters members with emails imploring us “L to do so. We’re playing Souths after all.

But I’m over hate. I’m trying to give it up. Lately I’ve been hating way too much, not 

least the Roosters’ form this year. And their woeful completion rates. And the cruel 

refereeing decisions that always seem to go against us. And the reported terms of SBW’s 

deal with the Roosters. And the sight of Sam Perrett running around in a Bulldogs jersey.

It’s hate overload and it isn’t healthy. I did some soul-searching this week. Do I 

really hate hate Souths? Or have the cunning marketers simply manipulated me into 

believing so? I compile a list of reasons why I should like Souths:
• A foundation club. which has won the most premierships.

• A host of legendary players, including several impossible to dislike legends such as Clive Churchill, 

John Sattler and Ron Coote (although he’s really ours just as much as theirs).

• Michael McGuire seems okay.

• Souths’ captain Michael Crocker is apparently still a good mate of Anthony Minichiello.

I realise that if this list is going to get any longer, it’s also going to get even more 

piss-weak. Truth is, I’m struggling to fi nd reasons to like Souths which begs the 

question, why should I dislike them? So I write another list:
• They stole half of Easts’ junior area back in 1937. It’s true – it’s in the history books.

• The myth clung to by Souths’ fans that Easts steal all their players. Okay, we got Ron Coote. Forty 
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or so years ago. Since then, it’s been pretty much one-way traffi c – Royce Ayliffe, Craig Salvatori, Mark 

Minichiello, Bryan Fletcher, Stuart Webb, Peter Cusack, Shane Rigon, Shannon Hegarty, even Craig 

Wing (yeah, yeah, but remember he was CLuBLESS when Easts picked him up).

• They hate us. In 1999, I donned my Easts jersey and, in a show of pro-ARL/anti-Murdoch solidarity, 

marched with thousands of others to protest Souths’ exclusion from the comp. What did I get in 

return? A few hours of spiteful abuse from the Souths faithful. Hindsight’s a wonderful thing – perhaps 

Murdoch was right after all.

• The Pride of the League. Forever in Our Shadow. Moronic, meaningless phrases.

• Russell Crowe – almost a list within the list: his hypocritical “chequebook rugby league” swipe at the 

Roosters. The Book of Feuds. That hilarious dean widders – i love you speech in that ABC doco from a 

few years back. The Gladiator posturing from the stands at the games. Enough said.

Off I go to the match at the SFS, telling myself that I’m looking forward to a good 

game and one that confi rms my newfound feeling of, well, neutrality towards Souths.

But, Souths being Souths, they quickly do their best to challenge my new outlook. 

Just 20 minutes in and Shaun Kenny-Dowall is sickeningly spear tackled by Issac Luke.

Not long after, Souths score and Sam Burgess gives Braith Anasta a gobful.

Meanwhile, the Souths fans on the other side of the ground are booing everything 

and everyone not in a Souths jersey, generally going feral and generally annoying the 

crap out of me.

Then the heartbreaking last couple of moments when Souths do an us on them 

and snatch the game with two miracle tries in the last two minutes.

It’s a bitter loss alright but I’m surprisingly philosophical about it. Easts played their 

guts out. They were the better side for most of the game and there wasn’t a bad player for 

them out there. As for Souths, they ended up showing why they’re in the top four.

But then, on the drive home, I can’t help but think back to Luke’s tackle and 

Burgess’ spray, and the abuse I copped when I marched in ‘99, and how many players 

they’ve pinched off us over the years, and Crowe’s chequebook rugby league comment 

and … ah bugger it, it’s the natural order of things. Easts and Souths. Love to hate.

South Sydney 24

 trieS merritt 2; everingham, reynolds

 GoALS reynolds 4/4

Sydney Roosters 22

 trieS cordner, leilua, moga, Pearce

 GoALS anasta 3/4 

 reFereeS Shayne hayne, 
  alan Shortall 
 CroWd 19,934
 VoteS 3. Guerra
   roosters
  2. Reynolds
   rabbitohs
  1. Minichiello
   roosters


